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when making this emulator, the model 5000 was chosen because it has a circuit that is faithful to the original unit. if you want an authentic sound from the compressor, set the gain to 0.7 and lift the saturation to 0.5. phaseport offers comprehensive 'bludgeon' (an old-fashioned term for compression) 'plug-in' emulations, which can be used with many
other vst plugins, allowing you to control compression effects in real time. you can choose a more sophisticated compression algorithm, or apply a'sinusoidal shaped' compression, which i believe is the oldest compression ever used. the algorithm is based on the ratio between the input and output signals, and varies to allow the compression to go from
zero to its maximum (which i believe is the point where the signal is damped to zero). p.p.s.: footpath school is a small, independent publishing house. therefore, we are often selective in the music we choose to feature and the books we publish. that is why there might be times when you see posts with some delay. the classic ssl sound has generated
several emulations from different developers and manufacturers. the waves plugin has a thorough representation of the original unit paired with several presets by the people who actually use it. the original ssl sound has generated several emulations from different developers and manufacturers. the waves plugin has a thorough representation of the

original unit paired with several presets by the people who actually use it.
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wave group uses logic to control the tube, adc settings, clipping gain control and sidechain to create a faithful emulation of the original unit. this simple yet efficient format
produces a truly stand-out sound. the original compressor is very quiet and easy to dial up at low settings while maintaining a strong midrange. it's a valuable original, this

faithful vst emulation should satisfy even the most demanding of classic compressor aficionados.. you can use either input channel when using the original compressor,
but not both. the compression can be loud, so use the "high" preset mode if you really need to use the input channel. if you are working with tracks with a lot of noise or

other unwanted content in the input channel, use the "low" setting to preserve that content. the original compressor offers a wide range of processing with no harsh
audible coloration. the compression is smooth, the attack shape adjustable, the release is not transparent, and the sidechain is easy to set. it has the ability to set a grow
mode. the compression curve looks different depending on the setting, but usually sits between a 12 db/octave compression and a 10 db/octave compression. if you are
getting "missing harmonics" in the compressed signal, try reducing the amount of gain reduction. in order to make the compressor sound natural, the mode setting is set
to "normal". the compression control is fairly straightforward and easy to use. if you have less than a 5 minute sample, leave the compression on "fast" mode and lift the

saturation "slow" mode. this will reduce the compression effect to give a more natural sound. to create an ultra-compressed sound, select slow for all three controls.
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